Abstract-We study the problem of minimum-number full-view area coverage in camera sensor networks, i.e., how to select the minimum number of camera sensors to guarantee the full-view coverage of a given region. Full-view area coverage is challenging because the full-view coverage of a 2-D continuous domain has to be considered. To tackle this challenge, we first study the intrinsic geometric relationship between the full-view area coverage and the full-view point coverage and prove that the full-view area coverage can be guaranteed, as long as a selected full-view ensuring set of points is full-view covered. This leads to a significant dimension reduction for the full-view area coverage problem. Next, we prove that the minimum-number full-view point coverage is NP-hard and propose two approximation algorithms to solve it from two different perspectives, respectively: 1) By introducing a full-view coverage ratio function, we quantify the "contribution" of each camera sensor to the full-view coverage through which we transform the full-view point coverage into a submodular set cover problem and propose a greedy algorithm (GA); and 2) by studying the geometric relationship between the full-view coverage and the traditional coverage, we propose a set-cover-based algorithm (SCA). We analyze the performance of these two approximation algorithms and characterize their approximation ratios. Furthermore, we devise two distributed algorithms that obtain the same approximation ratios as GA and SCA, respectively. Finally, we provide extensive simulation results to validate our analysis.
Full-View Area Coverage in Camera Sensor
Networks provide security surveillance [1] , [2] . Small-sized intelligent camera sensors are capable of adaptively detecting, recognizing, and tracking intruders (e.g., vehicles or people) within their sensing ranges, recording vivid image shots of the surveillance region. These prominent advantages render CSNs much more prevalent than other signal-detection-based sensor networks [3] - [12] , which exploit the received signal strength to detect and track the intruders but cannot detect how they appear.
To recognize intruders, it is of great importance to capture clear images of intruders from a right direction. For example, we can precisely identify a suspect only if his/her face image is taken by camera sensors. Since we do not know in advance which direction intruders are moving toward, it is critical for camera sensors to work in concert and capture images from all directions. Full-view coverage [1] , [2] was proposed to guarantee that images of the intruders from different directions are captured and is garnering much research attention.
Most of the existing efforts on CSNs are dedicated to fullview barrier coverage [1] , [13] , which attempts to capture full-view images of intruders while they are traversing the surveillance region. Full-view barrier coverage is efficient and scalable for some applications, such as border surveillance; however, it pays no attention to what is happening inside the region, which is also significant in many applications. For example, it is highly demanded to provide full-view coverage for the whole region (full-view area coverage) where a public event occurs. In such situations, a large number of people gather in a space-confined region. If there was a terrorist attack, many people's lives would be endangered, and resultant damages would be immeasurable. Furthermore, it may take a long time for the police, even with the help from present audiences, to find the suspects, let alone prevent the attack. If we can set up CSNs to provide full-view coverage in such situations, we would efficiently identify the suspects and even prevent the attack. Nevertheless, little attention has been paid to full-view area coverage, due to the complexity of addressing the issue. Thus motivated, in this study, we pursue an in-depth investigation of full-view area coverage in CSNs.
As technologies advance, the volume and the manufacturing cost of camera sensors have been declining, which makes it economically feasible to deploy a large collection of camera sensors for surveillance [13] . Loosely controlled approaches may be adopted to scatter camera sensors to lower the costs incurred by accurate installation. Nevertheless, this may also result in sensor redundancy and resource underutilization. It is thus interesting to eliminate the redundancy without impacting the full-view area coverage. To this end, we formulate the minimum-number full-view area coverage (MNFVAC) problem, i.e., among a set of camera sensors that provide fullview coverage, find a subset with minimum cardinality that still guarantees full-view area coverage. In practice, MNFVAC can be easily extended to find the minimum number of discrete locations to deploy camera sensors over to provide full-view area coverage of a region of interest (ROI).
To elaborate on the unique challenges in MNFVAC, note that, in traditional area coverage, each sensor can determine the coverage of a given area independently. However, due to the full-view coverage requirement, camera sensors in CSNs should work collaboratively to provide full-view image shots, which increases the problem dimension of MNFVAC dramatically. Moreover, we have to ensure the full-view coverage of a two-dimensional continuous area, which further complicates the problem. These new characteristics bring new challenges to the MNFVAC problem in CSNs.
B. Summary of Main Contributions
This paper takes the first attempt to study the aforementioned challenging problem. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• Dimension reduction. We show that by choosing a particular full-view ensuring set (FVES) of points (whose detailed definition can be found in Section III) from the surveillance region, MNFVAC can be reduced to minimum-number full-view point coverage (MNFVPC).
• Near-optimal solutions. We design two approximation algorithms, namely, greedy algorithm (GA) and set cover algorithm (SCA), to solve MNFVPC and analyze their approximation ratios.
• Distributed algorithms. We devise two distributed algorithms, namely, distributed greedy algorithm (DGA) and distributed set-cover-based algorithm (DSCA), which can achieve the same approximation ratios as their corresponding centralized algorithms GA and SCA, respectively.
Specifically, we first study the intrinsic geometric relationship between full-view area coverage and full-view point coverage to reduce the problem dimension. Our results show that by choosing a particular FVES of points from the surveillance region, the full-view point coverage can guarantee full-view area coverage. This finding significantly reduces the problem dimension of full-view area coverage. Furthermore, we specify how to remove the redundant points from the FVES to reduce computational complexity.
Due to the dimension reduction, it suffices to solve the MNFVPC. We prove that MNFVPC is NP-hard. We then devise two approximation algorithms to solve the problem from two different perspectives: 1) By introducing a full-view coverage ratio function, we quantify the contribution of each camera sensor to the full-view coverage, which allows us to transform the MNFVPC into a submodular set cover problem and propose a GA; and 2) by studying the geometric relationship between full-view coverage and traditional area coverage, we introduce an approximate set cover problem, a solution to which is also a feasible solution to MNFVPC, and then propose an SCA. We analyze the performance guarantee of these two approximation algorithms in terms of approximation ratios, i.e., the ratio of the number of sensors selected by the proposed algorithm to the optimal solution. Our study also reveals that MNFVPC is at least as hard as the set cover problem but is not harder than the submodular set cover, providing insightful guidelines for devising approximation algorithms.
We also present two distributed algorithms, which are termed DGA and DSCA, based on the centralized GA and SCA, respectively. We show that DGA and DSCA can achieve the same approximation ratios as GA and SCA, respectively, and they require only local message exchange. We provide extensive simulation results to validate our analysis and demonstrate the advantages of our proposed algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss literatures related to coverage and full-view coverage in Section II. We present in Section III the system model and preliminaries. In Section IV, we show that the full-view area coverage can be reduced to a full-view point coverage problem. We design two centralized algorithms in Section V and then develop their distributed counterparts in Section VI. We provide simulation results in Section VII to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms and conclude this paper in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been many existing works on sensor selection for area coverage in traditional scalar wireless sensor networks [14] - [33] . Zhang and Hou [3] investigated how to maintain area coverage by activating a set of sensors with minimum cardinality. They derived optimality conditions on selecting a subset of active sensors to guarantee full area coverage, based on which they designed a localized algorithm. Their results showed that full area coverage implies connectivity if and only if the communication range is at least twice the sensing range, assuming the perfect disc model for both communication and sensing. Xing et al. [4] designed a coverage configuration protocol that can provide an arbitrary predefined degree of area coverage. They also revealed that when the communication range is at least twice the sensing range and the deployed region is convex, k-coverage implies k-connectivity. He et al. [5] studied the coverage problem in the context of event detection. They enhanced energy efficiency by exploiting the dynamics of stochastic events, while still maintaining the coverage performance. The rationale behind this is that a coverage hole can exist without degrading the coverage performance as long as there is no event occurring in the coverage hole. They obtained the optimal sensor scheduling period for both synchronous and asynchronous networks. For other works on the point coverage, see [7] , [9] , [34] - [37] , and references therein.
CSNs have recently attracted extensive interest. Wang and Cao introduced the concept of full-view coverage [38] and derived the conditions of guaranteeing the full-view coverage of a point or a subregion. They also considered the random and deterministic deployments of camera sensors for fullview coverage and estimated the minimum sensor deployment density that ensures full-view coverage under both the random and deterministic deployments. Wang and Cao also studied the full-view barrier coverage problem in [1] . Assuming that camera sensors are randomly deployed, they partitioned the whole deployed region into a collection of subregions, each of which is covered by the same subset of camera sensors, and then transformed the problem into a shortest path problem by viewing each subregion as a vertex and adding two virtual vertices, which represent the left and right boundaries of the region. In addition, they studied the deterministic deployment strategy to ensure full-view barrier coverage with the fewest possible number of camera sensors. Ma et al. [13] also studied the full-view barrier coverage. They refined each subregion by further partitioning it into subregions, each of which is either full-view covered or non-full-view covered. Then, they modeled these refined subregions as a weighted directed graph and designed an algorithm based on the shortest path to obtain the full-view barrier with the minimum number of camera sensors. Wu and Wang [2] studied the critical conditions of ensuring full-view area coverage under random sensor deployment and derived the necessary and sufficient conditions under both uniform and Poisson deployment. They also discussed the impacts of network parameters on the full-view area coverage and clarified the difference and the relationship between the full-view coverage and k-coverage in sensor networks.
Among those existing literature, [2] and [38] are most relevant to our work. However, they considered the scaling law issue for the full-view area coverage. To our best knowledge, there is no relevant study on selecting the minimum number of camera sensors to ensure the full-view area coverage. We take the first attempt to reduce the problem dimension of the full-view area coverage, showing that the full-view area coverage can be transformed into the full-view point coverage by exploiting the intrinsic geometric relationship between them. We also design two efficient approximation algorithms with performance guarantees to solve the full-view point coverage.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model
We consider a CSN deployed in an ROI, which is denoted by R, to monitor an important event where a large number of people are gathering. Assume that a loosely controlled approach is used to scatter camera sensors to lower the cost incurred in accurate installation. 1 Denote the set of camera sensors by N . For ease in presentation, we will use P to denote a point as well as its position and S i to denote both a camera sensor and its location. We only consider the case where camera sensors N can provide full-view coverage for R, as otherwise no solution exists, and checking this is a trivial problem. For each camera sensor S i , its sensing region can be modeled as a sector, which is characterized by three parameters: 1) sensing range r s ; 2) field-of-view φ; and 3) orientation d, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . A point P is covered by camera sensor S i if and only if it falls within the sensing sector of S i , i.e., 1)
, where ||S i P || is the Euclidean distance between camera sensor S i and point P , and
denotes the degree of the angle between d and − − → S i P . Take Fig. 1 (a) for example, points P 1 and P 2 are covered by sensor S i , whereas point P 3 is not. Clearly, we adopt the binary sensing model, which can be viewed as a conservative approximation of the actual sensing region (e.g., the inscribed circle). While more complex models (e.g., anisotropic sensing models) could be employed for more accurate modeling, it makes the problem too complicated to tackle. Moreover, doing so will not change our conclusions qualitatively. Each camera sensor S i has a unique ID and a communication range of r c , i.e., S i can communicate with camera sensor S j if and only if ||S i S j || ≤ r c . For ease of presentation, we assume that all camera sensors have the same sensing and communication models. We note that sensing and communication models are widely used in the literature [1] , [2] , [9] , [34] , [38] - [45] .
For target detection, it is useful to know if the images of the target from different directions can be captured. As in [1] , we characterize this by full-view coverage, which is formally defined as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Full-View Coverage):
A facing direction f at point P is full-view covered by CSN if 1) point P is covered by some camera sensor(s) and 2) there exists a camera sensor S i such that
where θ, 0 ≤ θ < π/2 is a constant degree of angle related to the types of camera sensors and specific applications. Point P is full-view covered when every facing direction f at P is fullview covered. When every point P ∈ R is full-view covered, we say that region R is full-view covered. Note that there is no relation between θ and φ. φ is the field of view and characterizes the coverage area of camera sensors, whereas θ is the full-view threshold, which mainly depends on specific applications. If in some applications we need to have high-quality full-view images about points in the monitoring region R, θ should be small; otherwise, θ can be large. An illustration is shown in Fig. 1(b) . f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are three facing directions at point P 1 . As ANG(
, the facing directions f 1 and f 2 at point P 1 are full-view covered. In a similar way, we can show that facing direction f 3 at point P 1 is not full-view covered.
We focus on how to choose a subset of camera sensors to guarantee the full-view coverage of region R. To this end, we give the definition of full-view cover in the following.
Definition 3.2 (Full-View Cover):
A subset C of camera sensors is called a full-view cover of R if every point in R is full-view covered by the camera sensors in C.
We define the MNFVAC problem as follows.
Definition 3.3 (MNFVAC):
For an ROI R and a collection of camera sensors deployed in the deployment region Ω, 2 the MNFVAC problem is to find a full-view cover C of R, such that |C| is minimized, where |C| denotes the cardinality of set C.
B. Preliminaries
Here, we give some preliminaries on how to determine the full-view coverage of a point or a subregion in R.
Region R can be divided into subregions by the sensing borders of all camera sensors and the border of R, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , where R (the rectangular region) is divided into 12 subregions. Since each subregion is the intersection of a set of convex regions (e.g., sectors), it is obviously convex. One advantage of such partition is that all of the points in each subregion are covered by the same set of camera sensors. Denote by CS(P ) the coverage set of camera sensors that cover the same point P and by CS(SR) the set of camera sensors that cover the same subregion SR.
For point P in subregion SR, its circular list CL(P ) is defined as a sequence of camera sensors in CS(P ) in the counterclockwise (or clockwise) direction. For example, the circular list of point P in subregion Fig. 2 
(b). As CL(P )
is circular, it can also be CL(P ) = {S 2 , S 3 , . . . , S 7 , S 1 }. From the notion of circular list, we have the following result about the full-view coverage of point P [1] .
Lemma 3.1 (Full-View Coverage of a Point):
Let the circular list of point P be CL(P ) = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S K }. Point P is fullview covered if and only if
2 Note that the deployment region is usually larger than the ROI. In what follows, we refer to each subregion SR as a subregion in which all points have the same circular list [denoted by CL(SR)]. We proceed to describe the procedure of verifying if subregion SR is full-view covered or not. Connect two adjacent camera sensors in CL(SR), e.g., S j and S j+1 . Then, find a point P on the midperpendicular line of S j S j+1 such that ∠S j P S j+1 = 2θ. From the basic geometry, we can find two points satisfying ∠S j P S j+1 = 2θ. Denote the other point by P . Finally, draw two circumscribed circles for triangles S j P S j+1 and S j P S j+1 , respectively. We define the union of these two circumscribed circles excluding the boundary points as the unsafe region [denoted by U R(S j , S j+1 )] and its complementary region as the safe region with respect to sensors S j and S j+1 . Obviously, ∀ P ∈ U R(S j , S j+1 ), we have ∠S j P S j+1 > ∠S j P S j+1 = 2θ. Hence, facing direction −−→ P P at point P is not full-view covered by either S j or S j+1 , which is why we call U R(S j , S j+1 ) the unsafe region with respect to sensors S j and S j+1 . We give an illustration in Fig. 3(b) . The following results state how to verify the full-view coverage of a subregion [1] .
Lemma 3.2 (Full-View Coverage of SR): For each subregion SR with the circular list CL(SR)
is full-view covered if and only if SR is contained in the intersection of safe regions with respect to all S j and S j , for j and j , j = Mod(j + 1, K), j = 1, 2, . . . , K.
In Fig. 3 , as the slashed area of subregion SR 1.1 is not included in the safe region with respect to sensors S 3 and S 4 , and S 7 and S 1 , SR 1.1 is not full-view covered. However, SR 1.1 excluding the slashed area is full-view covered.
IV. FROM FULL-VIEW AREA COVERAGE TO FULL-VIEW POINT COVERAGE
It is infeasible, in terms of computational complexity, to verify if the ROI R is full-view covered by checking the fullview coverage of every point in a continuous domain. Hence, the focus of this section is to reduce the problem dimension of full-view area coverage.
Recall that, in Section III-B, the whole region R is partitioned into a set of subregions, in which all points have the same circular list. In view of this, here, we focus on each subregion SR. Before presenting our main results, we first give the following definition.
Definition 4.1 (FVES):
A set H of points is called the FVES of subregion SR if the full-view coverage of H implies the fullview coverage of SR.
The set of boundary points in SR, which is denoted by ∂SR, is of significant importance to find an FVES, as stated by the following lemma. (All the proofs in the following are relegated to the Appendix.)
Lemma 4.1: Subregion SR is full-view covered if and only if the set ∂SR of boundary points is full-view covered. 3 We would like to point out that Lemma 4.1 is different from the conclusion of traditional coverage, by which a point closer to a sensor has a higher chance of being covered. To the contrary, if point P is too close to a camera sensor, some facing directions at P will not be full-view covered. Take Fig. 3(b) as an example. Facing direction −−→ P P at point P can be full-view covered by either S 1 or S 2 , whereas −−→ P P at point P cannot. According to Lemma 4.1, we can select a collection of points on the boundary such that the distance between any two adjacent points in the collection is less than a constant δ. Such a selected set of points can be an FVES of SR as δ approaches 0. However, the number of points in the FVES would be too large, resulting in high computational complexity. We aim at finding an FVES with the number of points as small as possible.
In subregion SR, for any two camera sensors S j and S j in the circular list CL(SR), we can determine the unsafe region U R(S j , S j ) with respect to S j and S j the same way as in Section III-B. Note that when S j and S j are not adjacent to each other in the circular list, the unsafe region U R(S j , S j ) may intersect with ∂SR. Let C jj denote intersections between ∂SR and the unsafe region U R(S j , S j ), i.e., C jj = ∂SR ∩ U R(S j , S j ). Obviously, C jj denotes a curve. It is easy to get that C jj = ∅ when ∂SR does not intersect with unsafe region U R(S j , S j ) and C jj = ∂SR when ∂SR is included in the unsafe region U R(S j , S j ). We do not define C jj for the case where U R(S j , S j ) intersects with ∂SR at only one point. For each curve C jj , find an inner point P of C jj , i.e., P is not the endpoints of C jj . Denote the set of all such P by P. Clearly,
We illustrate the notations previously defined in Fig. 4 . The slashed green area is the unsafe region with respect to S 2 and S 3 , i.e., U R(
The intersection point set between U R(S 3 , S 5 ) and SR is the 3 Recall that all points in SR are covered by the same set of circular list CL(SR). purple area. C 35 = U R(S 3 , S 5 ) ∩ ∂SR is the boundary curve P 1 P 1 P 2 , and P 1 or P 2 can be selected as an inner point of C 35 
intersection points in P is O(|CS(SR)|
2 ). Combined with these two facts, we derive that the computational complexity of such conversion is O(N 6 ). To reduce the complexity, we proceed to remove the redundant points in P while still ensuring that the resultant set of points is an FVES.
Let C = {C jj , j = j , j, j = 1, 2, . . . , |CS(SR)|}, i.e., C is the collection of the boundary curves at which U R(S j , S j ) intersects with ∂SR. Obviously, the cardinality of C is on the same order as P, which is O(|CS(SR)| 2 ). Point P is said to cover a curve C jj ∈ C if P ∈ C jj . The following lemma guides us on how to reduce the size of P. Lemma 4.3: Let H be a subset of P such that for every C jj ∈ C, there is at least one point P ∈ H that can cover C jj . Then, H is an FVES.
Based on Lemma 4.3, we proceed to elaborate on how to further reduce the number of points in the FVES P. We abuse the notation k to denote a point or the index of a point in P and k to denote a boundary curve or the index of a boundary curve in C. Define an incidence matrix (a k k ) |C|×|P| as follows:
Define a variable x k ∈ {0, 1}: x k = 1 indicates that point k is selected; x k = 0, otherwise. Lemma 4.3 suggests that eliminating as many redundant points as possible is to select the minimum number of points in P that cover all the boundary curves in C. We can formulate this as the following optimization problem:
The given problem can be viewed as a classical set cover problem, which is NP hard. We can adopt existing algorithms (e.g., [46] ) to obtain an approximation solution. We denote by T the final FVES of all subregions. To summarize, we have shown that the full-view area coverage can be reduced to full-view point coverage, and thereby, we could significantly decrease the problem dimension.
V. FULL-VIEW POINT COVERAGE
Here, we study the MNFVPC problem. We will first show that this problem is NP-hard and then design two approximation algorithms with performance guarantee in Section V-A and B, respectively.
We formulate MNFVPC as the following: Given a set N of camera sensors and a set T of points, which is full-view covered by N , the objective is to find a subset C of camera sensors of minimum number that ensures full-view coverage of every point in T . We have the following result on the hardness of MNFVPC.
Lemma 5.1: MNFVPC is NP-hard. This means that the computational complexity to solve MNFVPC exponentially grows with the number of camera sensors, i.e., |N |. As MNFVPC is NP-hard, we will develop two approximation algorithms in the following sections.
A. Submodular Set-Cover-Based Solution
To tackle the MNFVPC problem, we first transform the original full-view point coverage into a submodular set cover problem. We then design a GA to solve the problem approximately.
For each camera sensor S i ∈ CS(P ), denote the sector centered at P with radius r s by Γ P (S i ) in which every direction f at P can be full-view covered by S i . Denote the degree of the angle of the sector Γ P (S i ) by ANG(Γ P (S i )). Obviously, we have ANG(Γ P (S i )) = 2θ and ANG(Γ P (S i ) ∪ Γ P (S i )) ≤ 4θ (while ANG(Γ P (S i )) + ANG(Γ P (S i )) = 4θ). As shown in Fig. 5 , ANG(Γ P (S 2 ) ∪ Γ P (S 3 )) = 4θ − θ ≤ 4θ, where θ is the degree of the angle of the overlapped sector. Obviously, if ANG(∪ S i ∈M Γ P (S i )) = 2π for a subset M, point P is full-view covered by camera sensors in M. Based on this observation, we define a set function g P associated with each point P in the following.
Definition 5.1:
Let M be a subset of camera sensors. The full-view coverage ratio function associated with each point P , g P (M), is defined as
Obviously, g P (S i ) = θ/π if S i ∈ CS(P ), and g P (S i ) = 0, otherwise. By the definition of the full-view coverage ratio function, for a subset M of CS(P ), g P (M) = 1 means that P is full-view covered by M. Furthermore, the function g P has the following properties.
It is easy to verify properties 1) and 2). Property 3) holds because ANG(
Let g(M) = P ∈T g P (M). MNFVPC can be reformulated as the following:
Due to the properties of g p (·), we have the following lemma. Lemma 5.2: Problem (2) is a submodular set cover problem. We present in Algorithm 1 the GA to solve problem (2). Let
for a given M and S j , which represents the marginal contribution on the full-view coverage ratio when the camera sensor S j is added to the given collection M. The GA starts with an empty set C 0 . At each iteration, it first checks if the selected set C k−1 is a full-view set cover. If C k−1 is not a full-view set cover, it adds a camera sensor with the maximum value of ρ j (C k−1 ), i.e., the sensor S j that achieves the maximum marginal contribution. If multiple camera sensors have the maximum value of ρ j (C k−1 ), the tie can be broken by choosing that with the smallest ID.
It is easy to see that the computational complexity of the GA is O(|N | 2 ). We have the following theorem about the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 GA for MNFVPC
; end while Let n = k, and return C = C n . 
Theorem 5.1:
Denote by OPT the optimal solution to problem (2) . It follows that
where n is the total number of iterations run by the GA, and C n−1 is the cover set obtained at iteration n − 1.
B. Set-Cover-Based Solution
Here, we design a set-cover-based algorithm that provides a constant approximation ratio.
Let m = 2π/θ . Recall that CS(P ) is the coverage set of camera sensors for a point P ∈ T . For each point P , we draw a circle O(P, r s ) centered at P with a radius of r s and then divide the circle into m sectors (see Fig. 6 ). If m = 2π/θ, the m sectors will have the same sector angle θ; otherwise, the first m − 1 sectors will have the same sector angle θ, and the last sector will have a sector angle ψ = 2π − (m − 1)θ.
We denote each sector of point P by Υ i (P ), i = 1, 2, . . . , m. Although there are infinite ways to divide sectors for each point P , we only consider the ways ensuring that there is at least one camera sensor falling into each sector Υ i (P ), i = 1, 2, . . . , m. We suggest using the submodular set-cover-based solution in the previous section to solve the MNFVPC problem when no such way exists. We have the following observation from [2] .
Observation 5.1: Point P is full-view covered if there is at least one camera sensor S j ∈ CS(P ) in each sector Υ i (P ), i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
The given observation holds because it follows that ∠S j P S j ≤ 2θ for S j ∈ Υ i (P ) and S j ∈ Υ Mod(i+1,m) (P ).
Note that although it is possible that S j / ∈ CS(P ) falls into sector Υ i (P ) since the sensing area of a camera sensor is a sector. Such an S j can be excluded from Υ i (P ) without impacting the full-view coverage of point P . Therefore, unless otherwise stated, in the rest of this paper, by S j ∈ Υ i (P ) we mean that S j ∈ Υ i (P ) and S j ∈ CS(P ). Let Υ = {Υ 1 (P 1 ), Υ 2 (P 1 ), . . . , Υ m (P 1 ), Υ 1 (P 2 ), . . . , Υ m (P 2 ), . . .} denote the collection of all divided sectors. We index each element in Υ by the order of its appearance in the collection. Obviously, |Υ| = m × |T |. We further define a matrix (b kj ) |Υ|×|N | to characterize the relationship between camera sensors N and sector collection Υ. Specifically, for each entry matrix (b kj ) |Υ|×|N | :
Here, b kj = 1 means that camera sensor S j covers sector Υ k . We define a binary variable x j for camera sensor S j , indicating that x j = 1 if S j is selected; x j = 0, otherwise. We formulate the following problem:
In the given problem, each Υ k can be viewed as an element. For each camera sensor S i , we "create" a virtual subset S i , which contains all the sectors Υ k where camera sensor S i is located. We aim at finding a set C with the minimum cardinality such that ∪ S i ∈C S i = Υ. In view of this, each camera sensor can be regarded as a subset. Therefore, the formulated problem is the well-known minimum-number set cover problem (MNSCP).
Since the MNSCP is equivalent to the classical set cover problem, which is known as an NP-hard problem, we approximate the MNSCP, as well as MNFVPC, by designing the SCA. In the SCA, we first relax the integer constraint of x j (i.e., x j ∈ {0, 1}) in the MNSCP to 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and then derive the relaxed dual problem of MNFVPC as the following:
We can find a maximal feasible solution, 4 which is denoted byȳ, to this dual problem and then obtain a full-view cover C throughȳ as follows: [46] , we obtain the following result. Remark: Then, during operation, the algorithm should be rerun to obtain a new set of full-view sensor cover, when a camera sensor failure is detected. The communication cost for this is low since a camera sensor is relatively reliable, and thus, such a failure is typically not frequent.
VI. DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHMS
The GA and the SCA proposed in the previous section are centralized. Here, we describe how to implement them in a distributed way.
A. DGA
Here, we propose a DGA to solve the MNFVPC problem. We first define some notations used in this section. Denote the set of points that fall into the sensing range of camera sensor S i by T i . For P ∈ T i , camera sensor S i has a full-view coverage sector Γ P (S i ) (see Section V-A for its definition). Let N i = {S j ∈ CS(P )|Γ P (S i ) ∩ Γ P (S j ) = ∅ for some P ∈ T i } denote the set of neighboring camera sensors of S i .
In the DGA, each camera sensor communicates with sensors in N i to decide its roles: ACTIVE, SLEEP, and CANDIDATE. Let C i be a subset of camera sensors in N i that have marked themselves as ACTIVE. Initially, all camera sensors mark themselves as CANDIDATE; thus, C i = ∅. Each candidate sensor continuously communicates with the candidate sensors in N i until its role changes to ACTIVE or SLEEP. The decision is made through multiple rounds. In each round, each candidate sensor
then S i marks itself as SLEEP and sends the new role to the candidate sensors in
Then, it sends the preference level to candidate sensors in N i . After S i receives the preference levels from all candidate sensors in N i , it compares its pl i with pl j of each candidate sensor S j in N i . If 1) its pl i is the single largest value or 2) its pl i is among the multiple largest values and its ID is the minimum, S i marks itself as ACTIVE and then sends the new role to other candidate sensors in N i ; otherwise, S i will make its decision by repeating the given procedure in the next round. The DGA terminates when all camera sensors mark themselves as either ACTIVE or SLEEP.
In the DGA, each camera sensor S i needs to broadcast its own information (i.e., pl i ) to its direct neighbors, which will not forward the information to other camera sensors. The information sent by each camera sensor will not propagate globally in the network. Therefore, the DGA is a localized algorithm. It is easy to see that at each round, the computational complexity at each camera sensor S j is O (|N j |) . The DGA provides the following guarantees.
Theorem 6.1: The DGA will terminate within |N | rounds, and upon its termination, the DGA yields the same full-view cover as the GA.
Theorem 6.1 can be proved along similar lines as in [47, Th. 2 and 3]. We thus omit the details.
B. DSCA
Here, we proceed to present the DSCA to solve the MNFVPC problem. The main challenge in making the SCA distributed is to find a maximal feasible solution to D-MNSCP in a distributed way. To this end, we begin with designing a centralized algorithm that obtains a maximal feasible solution to D-MWSCP and then describe how to implement it in a distributed way.
We now present a procedure to find a maximal feasible solution of D-MWSCP. Let N and Υ denote the set of camera sensors and sectors that have been selected by the procedure. Initially, Υ = ∅, N = ∅, andȳ k = 0, for all k = 1, 2, . . . , |Υ|. We try to increase the values ofȳ k iteration by iteration while maintaining {ȳ k , k ∈ Υ} to be feasible. In each iteration, first, find the index j with the minimum value of 1 − k∈Υ b kj ȳ k , i.e., We proceed to give a detailed description of the DSCA. Let
denote the set of camera sensors that are located in the same sector as S j . Similarly, let N (2) (S j ) = {j |j = j, j ∈ N (1) (S j ), for some j ∈ N (1) (S j )}. Denote by Υ(S j ) the set of sectors in which camera sensor S j is located. During the operation of the algorithm, each camera sensor S j maintains a set Υ (S j ), denoting the set of sectors that have been selected. Initially, let Υ (S j ) = ∅, andȳ k = 0. In each round of communication, each camera sensor S j calculates j = 1 − Υ k ∈Υ(S j )ȳ k , sends the value of j to camera sensors S j ∈ N (2) (S j ), and requests the values of j from those camera sensors. When S j receives all the values of j , it compares its value of j with those j . If either the value of j uniquely achieves the minimum or the value of j achieves the minimum and its ID is the smallest, S j is said to win in the communication round, and setȳ k = j , where k is the smallest index among the sectors in Υ(S j ) \ Υ (j). Then, the winner sensor S j sends the values ofȳ k ,
, and marks itself as ACTIVE. When camera sensor S i receives values ofȳ k from a winner sensor, S i updates the value ofȳ k and adds the sector Υ k to Υ (S i ), i.e., Υ (S i ) = Υ (S i ) ∪ Υ k . For camera sensor S j that has not won in any of the communication rounds, if k|Υ k ∈Υ(S j )ȳ k = 1, S j marks itself as ACTIVE and sends the values ofȳ k , the index k of which satisfies Υ k ∈ Υ k (j), to camera sensors in N (2) (S j ), or S j marks itself as SLEEP if Υ(S j ) \ Υ (S j ) = ∅ and k|Υ k ∈Υ(S j )ȳ k < 1. The algorithm terminates when each camera sensor marks itself as either ACTIVE or SLEEP.
Clearly, each camera sensor S j is required to communicate only with camera sensors in N (2) (S j ), which are, at most, two hops away from S j . Furthermore, the information sent by each camera sensor will not propagate globally in the network. Therefore, the DSCA is also a localized algorithm. We have the following result about the DSCA.
Theorem 6.2:
The DSCA achieves the same approximation ratio as the SCA.
In the DSCA, each camera sensor S j has to broadcast the value of j to its neighbors and receive the values of i from camera sensors S i ∈ N (2) (S j ) in each round. This shows that the communication and computational cost of each camera sensor in each round is O(|N (2) (S j )|). Furthermore, it is obvious that at least one camera sensor will decide its role (i.e., ACTIVE or SLEEP) in each round. Therefore, the algorithm will terminate after |N | rounds.
Remarks: As there may exist multiple maximal feasible solutions to D-MNSCP, the solutions obtained by the SCA and the DSCA might be different. Hence, the total number of camera sensors obtained by the SCA and the DSCA may be different. However, the SCA and the DSCA achieve the same worse-case performance guarantee, in terms of the approximation ratio.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Here, we perform simulations to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms.
Given an ROI, we can first divide the whole region into a collection of subregions [an example can be found in Figs. 2(a) and  3(a) ]. Then, for each subregion, we can find an FVES set of points by calculating the intersection points between the boundary points and unsafe regions with respect to any two camera sensors in the circular list, which is shown in Fig. 4 
. The computational complexity of this conversion is O(|CS(SR)|
2 ) for each subregion. This way, the full-view area coverage can be transformed into the full-view point coverage. Therefore, we will focus on the network performance under the full-view point coverage.
The simulation settings are as follows. A set of target points T with cardinality T (i.e., T = |T |) is randomly distributed over a square area of size l × l. To ensure the full-view coverage of the points, 2000 camera sensors are deployed over a square 5 The value ofȳ k , k = k is equal to its initial value 0. area of size (l + r s ) × (l + r s ). In all simulations, unless stated otherwise, we use the following network settings: l = 100, T = 15, φ = (3/4)π, θ = (1/3)π, and r s = 15. As the full-view coverage is a new problem, there is no existing work related to our work. Therefore, we mainly focus on investigating the impact of the system parameters on the overall performance and comparing our results to the optimal solution. All results in this section are obtained by running the proposed algorithms in MATLAB.
A. Centralized Algorithms: GA and SCA
We first investigate the performance of the centralized algorithms, namely, GA and SCA. We vary the number of target points T and run the GA and the SCA to calculate the total number of camera sensors, which are needed to ensure fullview coverage of all points T . The results for φ = 2π/3 and φ = 3π/4 are plotted in Fig. 7 . We have two remarks. First, the total number of sensors selected linearly increases with T under both the GA and the SCA. This is expected because we need more camera sensors to full-view cover points when T increases. Second, in Fig. 7 , we see that the total number of sensors selected by the GA is smaller than that by the SCA. Recall that the SCA can achieve a constant performance ratio in the worst case while the GA has an implicit performance guarantee. Surprisingly, we observe that, in practice, the GA has a better performance. This is perhaps because the approximation ratio is the worst-case performance guarantee, and these worst cases happen only rarely.
We investigate the impact of the full-view threshold θ on the performance of the GA and the SCA by varying the value of θ. The simulation results for T = 15 and T = 20 are plotted in Fig. 8 . Again, we notice that the total number of sensors selected by the GA is smaller than that by the SCA. In addition, the total number of selected sensors nonlinearly decreases with θ. This is because as θ increases, the number of camera sensors needed to guarantee the full-view coverage of a target point would decline. We reperform simulations under the same settings for larger T = 80 and T = 100. The results are shown in Fig. 9 , from which we have similar conclusions. We proceed to investigate the impacts of φ and θ on the performance of the proposed algorithms. We vary the values of φ and θ in each simulation and depict the results in Fig. 10 . We can see that θ has a higher impact on the performance of the proposed algorithms than φ. This is mainly because φ only has to do with the coverage (i.e., every point is within the sensing region of some camera sensor), and θ is more closely related to the full-view coverage. Moreover, we observe that the total number of selected sensors by both algorithms decreases as θ increases, and the GA has a better performance than the SCA.
We also perform simulations to study the performance of the proposed algorithms when the number of points T is large. We vary T from 40 to 100 and set φ = 2π/3 and φ = 4π/3, respectively. The results are plotted in Fig. 11 . It is easy to see that more number of camera sensors are needed for cases when a larger number T of points are involved. Furthermore, the GA has a better scale performance than the SCA as the total number of camera sensors selected by the GA increases more slowly with the number T of points.
We now compare the ratios of the total number of sensors selected by our proposed algorithms to the optimal solution. Due to the hardness of obtaining the optimal solution, we instead use the optimal solution of MNSCP 2θ as a lower bound on the optimum. The results are shown in Fig. 12 . We can see that the ratios of the total number of sensors selected by the GA and the SCA to the optimal solutions are less than 2 and 3.2, respectively. Note that as the optimal solution of MNSCP 2θ is a lower bound on the optimal solution, the actual performance ratios could be smaller than those plotted in Fig. 12 . 
B. Distributed Algorithms: DGA and DSCA
We now investigate the performance of the proposed distributed algorithms, namely, DGA and DSCA. We vary the values of φ and calculate the number of camera sensors selected by the DGA and the DSCA, respectively. To compare the performance of the centralized and the distributed algorithms, we also show the total number of sensors selected by the GA and the SCA. The results are plotted in Fig. 13 . We can see that both the GA and DGA select the same total number of sensors, which validates Theorem 6.1.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the problem of MNFVAC in CSNs. We first studied the intrinsic geometric relationship between the full-view area coverage and the full-view point coverage. We then showed that the full-view area coverage can be guaranteed as long as a subset of points, which is called the FVES, is full-view covered. This finding reveals that the fullview area coverage can be reduced to the full-view point coverage. Since the full-view point coverage is NP-hard, we designed two approximation algorithms, which are termed GA and SCA, to solve the problem. We investigate the performances of the GA and the SCA in terms of the approximation ratio. We also presented two distributed versions, namely, DGA and DSCA, based on the centralized algorithms GA and SCA. Extensive simulation results validate the performance of the proposed algorithms.
The necessary condition obviously holds. We thus focus on the sufficient condition. Given that ∂SR is full-view covered, we prove the conclusion by contradiction. Assume that SR is not full-view covered. Then, there must exist at least one point P within SR that is not full-view covered. According to Lemma 3.2, P is contained in the unsafe region with respect to some S j and S j , where j = Mod(j + 1, K). Connect P and S j . As SR is connected and compact, P S j intersects with ∂SR. Denote the intersection point by P . It follows that:
This means that the boundary point P is not full-view covered, which is a contradiction. Thus, the lemma follows. APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 4.2
As P ⊆ ∂SR, we only need to prove the sufficient condition. Let C be the subset of camera sensors that have been selected to ensure the full-view coverage of P. Apparently, C ⊆ CS(SR). As P ⊂ SR, the points in P have the same circular list. Denote by CL C (P) = {S C 1 , S C 2 , . . . , S C K } the circular list of P when the camera sensors in C are selected, where K = |C|. For each pair (S C j , S C j ), draw the unsafe region with respect to camera sensors S C j and S C j , j = Mod(j + 1, K), j = 1, 2, . . . , K. There are three possible cases about the relationship between unsafe region U R(S C j , S C j ) and ∂SR. First, U R(S C j , S C j ) does not contain ∂SR but intersects with ∂SR at more than one intersection point. Denote the intersections between U R(S C j , S C j ) and ∂SR by C C j C j . From the definition of P, there exists a point P ∈ P such that P is an inner point of C C j C j . Obviously, P lies within the unsafe region with respect to S C j and S C j . Hence, P ∈ P is not full-view covered, which is a contradiction. Hence, case 1 is impossible. Second, U R(
In this case, it is obvious that all points in P are not full-view covered. Again, this is a contradiction. Third, U R(S C j , S C j ) does not intersect with ∂SR or has only one intersection point with ∂SR. In this case, all the boundary points ∂SR are in the safe region with respect to S C j and S C j , which indicates that P is full-view covered. Thus, the lemma holds.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.3
Let C be the subset of camera sensors that have been selected to ensure the full-view coverage of H and CL C (H) = {S C 1 , S C 2 , . . . , S C K } be the corresponding circular list, where K = |C|. If there exist C j and C j such that U R(S C j , S C j ) has more than one intersection points with ∂SR; this implies C C j C j ∈ C. Hence, there is a point P in H such that P covers C C j C j . This shows that P is within the unsafe region U R(S j , S j ), and thus, P is not full-view covered, which is a contradiction to the fact that H is full-view covered. Furthermore, we can prove that the case U R(S j , S j ) ⊇ ∂SR does not hold in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Therefore, U R(S j , S j ) does not intersect with ∂SR, which means that H is an FVES according to Theorem 3.2.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 5.1
Note that coverage is a special case of full-view coverage. As the minimum-number point coverage problem is well known to be NP-hard, we can get that MNFVPC is also NP-hard. Otherwise, if MNFVPC can be solved in polynomial time, then the special case, i.e., minimum-number point coverage problem, can also be solved in polynomial time. This is a contradiction to the fact that the minimum-number point coverage problem is NP-hard. APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 5.2
Note that g P (M)+g P (M 1 ∩ M 2 ) = g P (M 1 ) + g P (M 2 ) implies g P (M)+g P (M 1 ∩M 2 ) ≤ g P (M 1 )+g P (M 2 ), where M = M 1 ∪ M 2 . Using this fact, it is easy to show that g P is a submodular set function (see the detailed definition in [48] ). Let g(C) = P ∈T g P (C). Due to the property of submodular set function, g is also a submodular set function. Therefore, (2) is a submodular set cover problem.
APPENDIX F PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1
Since Problem (2) is a submodular set cover problem, according to [48] , the approximation ratio that can be obtained by a GA is |C|/|OPT| ≤ 1 + ln((g(N ) − g(∅))/(g(N )− g(C n−1 ))). In Problem (2), g(N )= |T |, and g(∅)= 0, which leads to the conclusion that |C|/|OPT| ≤ 1 + ln(|T |/ (|T | − g(C n−1 ))).
APPENDIX G PROOF OF THEOREM 5.2
To prove Theorem 5.2, we introduce another integer programming problem. For each point P and its corresponding m sectors, let Ψ i (P ) = Υ 2×i−1 (P ) ∪ Υ 2×i (P ), i = 1, 2, . . . , m/2 , i.e., we merge each pair of two adjacent sectors into one. Let Ψ = {Ψ i (P )|i = 1, 2, . . . , m/2 , P ∈ T }. Similar to the MNSCP, let c k j = 1 if S j ∈ Ψ k ; c k j = 0, otherwise. As a camera sensor cannot be located in both Υ 2×k−1 (P ) and Υ 2×k (P ), it is easy to verify c k j = b k(k ),j + b k(k )−1,j , where k(k ) and k(k ) − 1 are the corresponding sectors that are merged into sector k . Let x j = 1 if S j is selected, or x j = 0, otherwise. We have the following integer programming: Let C 1 be a feasible solution of MNFVPC. Let x j = 1 if S j ∈ C 1 ; x j = 0 otherwise. We can prove by contradiction that x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x |N | ) is a feasible solution of MNSCP 2θ . If this conclusion does not hold, there exists a point P and a sector Ψ i (P ) such that S j / ∈ Ψ i (P ) for all S j ∈ C 1 . Then, the points on the bisector of Ψ i (P ) cannot be full-view covered, which violates the fact that C 1 is a feasible solution of MNFVPC. Denote the optimal solution of MNSCP 2θ by OPT 2θ . We have |OPT 2θ | ≤ |OPT F |.
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